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R066 Market and pitch a business proposal  

Candidate Checklist 

This checklist is to be used by candidates to ensure that all relevant evidence is submitted when making a 
claim, it should not be used as a substitute for the set assignment tasks.  This checklist directly reflects the 
task and marking criteria, and has been summarised here. 

It may be helpful to include some material from your R065 evidence, such as your customer profile, 
summary of your market research findings and a final design. 

In my coursework I have included: 
Task 1: Develop a brand identity and promotional plan to target your customer profile 

Part 1 – Develop a brand for your product 

[  ] Using examples, an explanation of why businesses use different branding methods and techniques 

[  ] Explanation of key factors to consider when developing my brand identity 

[  ] A brand identity, using at least two branding methods or techniques, which includes my logo, with a 
justification for the combination of the use of methods or techniques 

[  ] Assessment of likely success of my brand identity linked to my research findings 

Part 2 – Develop a promotional plan for your product 

[  ] Explanation of my promotional objectives 

[  ] An outline of at least three promotional methods with recommendations and justification of my decisions 

[  ] Explanation of how my promotional methods complement each other and appeal to my target customer 
profile 

Task 2: Develop a pitch for your proposal 

Part 1 – An explanation of the factors you must consider when planning a pitch 

[  ] My pitch includes details of my product design, my brand identity, my pricing recommendations, my 
proposed promotional plan 

[  ] Explanation of the factors to consider when planning to deliver a pitch 

[  ] Script/prompt cards/notes for my pitch 

[  ] At least two supporting aids used in my pitch (presentation slides (PowerPoint/google slides/office 
slides), handout, mock-up of product, mood board, promotional material, props, etc) 

[  ] Possible questions from the audience and my answers  

Part 2 – Carry out a practice pitch 

[  ] Completed practice pitch feedback form from at least one peer who watched my pitch 

[  ] Practice pitch feedback form completed by me for the pitch I watched, with questions I asked and 
feedback I provided 

[  ] Self-evaluation of my practice pitch 

[  ] Refinement of my pitch and supporting materials based on feedback 

[  ] Development of my pitching skills based on feedback 

 



Task 3: Pitch your business proposal to an audience 

[  ] Final version of my presentation used to deliver the professional pitch 

[  ] Final version of my supporting materials 

[  ] Professional pitch witness statement signed by two witnesses and my assessor 

Task 4: Develop a proposal for a business challenge 

Part 1 – Carry out a review of your pitching skills 

[  ] Review of strengths and areas for development of my pitch/pitching skills with reference to the feedback 
and professional pitch witness statements which includes verbal, non-verbal, visual aids, time 
management, answering questions and the value of rehearsing 

Part 2 – Carry out a review of your business proposal 

[  ] Review of strengths and areas for development of my business proposal which includes nature/design 
of the product, relevance and appeal of product, brand identity, promotional plan, pricing strategy, 
costs/budget for my product, likely success of my product 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


